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revenues of Ahwaz. were cashed in due course, we must still
wonder whence they derived such immense money reserves of
liquid cash. What. then, were the sources of their wealth ?
Their various lands of business, such as administration,
remittance, and supplying of funds, must certainly be
considered a more or less important source of profit.1 We
may suppose that, first and foremost, the amounts deposited
with them by court officials and Viziers (as we have seen,
they were no small sums) 2 were not only hoarded, i.e. kept
in the strict sense of the word. In all probability they were
made productive, i.e. utilized as %< capital"" that " worked "
for them.3
We must, however, take another source of their wealth
into consideration; namely, the trade in goods carried on by
these " bankers ". It must be remembered here that Joseph
b. Phineas and Aaron b. Amram are also called expressly
" the merchants " (at-tujjar).* Our sources often use this
expression when they mean our jahabidha* It can hardly
1 It is a matter of controversy whence the Jewish capitalists of mediaeval
Europe derived their fortunes. Cf. for the various theories on this,
accumulated ground-rent, profit on landed property or commercial under-
takings, the work of M. Hofimann, Der Geldhandel der deviseken Juden,
Leipzig, 1910, and W. Sombart, Die. Juden iind d. Wirt&chaftsleben, Leipzig,
1911.
 *	The sums of deposits only given by the Vizier Ibn al-Furat  amounted
to millions of dinars. Cf. Ta».,ii, S2-4 ;" Wuz.* 7&-SO, etc.
 *	Thus at a time -when the unproductive treasuring of precious metals
was widespread, certain circles were already using money otherwise than
as a means of storing wealth.
 *	Wvz.t SI;  Tan., ii, 85.   In the work of iliskawaih the name of Joseph
b.  Phineas does not appear at all.     J/w£. also avoids the expression
al-jahbadhan al-yahudiyyan, in contrast to Wttz., Tan., and *Arib*  He refers
to the two bankers with the more general denomination ai-tujjdr.   There
is no doubt, for instance, that by this word JIisk., 44,  66,  and other
passages can only mean our two bankers. This is clearly proved by a parallel
version in ',4ri6, 74, where the same fact is related with the identical details,
except   that JL^»-   is used instead of ^t-   We have,  therefore,  reason
for considering the words jUoH y "*£&• -UP in JJisJc., 44 (the Vizier Ibn
al-Furat had deposited considerable sums there), as well as the words in
Mitk., 129, to refer to the Jewish banking firm with which the Vizier, as
•we saw above, used to deposit large amounts of money.

